Plastic Skim Plates
Reduce hassle and improve efficiency when bulk loading

Protect Your Bulk Caulk From Debris & Skinning Over On The Job Site

Benefits:
✓ Less Mess
✓ Easy to Clean
✓ Less Waste
✓ Disposable

- Available for 2-gallon and 5-gallon pails
- For best results use with Albion #33-10 loading sleeve

#1031-G01 - 2 gallon pail skim plate 6-pack kit

#1031-G02 - 5 gallon pail skim plate 6-pack kit

#1031-G03 - 2 gallon pail skim plate 6-pack kit and 1 loading sleeve

#1031-G04 - 5 gallon pail skim plate 6-pack kit and 1 loading sleeve

Manufactured from High Density Polyethylene (HDPE). Albion Skim Plates are easy to clean and inexpensive enough that they can be discarded after a few uses.